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ABSTRACT
Public displays can be made interactive by adding gaze con-
trol. However, gaze interfaces do not offer any physical affor-
dance, and require users to move into a tracking range. We
present GazeHorizon, a system that provides interactive assis-
tance to enable passers-by to walk up to a display and to navi-
gate content using their eyes only. The system was developed
through field studies culminating in a four-day deployment
in a public environment. Our results show that novice users
can be facilitated to successfully use gaze control by making
them aware of the interface at first glance and guiding them
interactively into the tracking range.
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INTRODUCTION
Gaze input has long been confined to controlled settings but
there is increasing interest in gaze for public display contexts.
Gaze has the advantage that it naturally indicates user inter-
est, and that users can express gaze input fast [21], over a
distance, and without the need of external devices. Gaze has
been studied for target selection, content transfer, and naviga-
tion tasks on public displays [14, 15, 22]. A variety of works
have focused on detection of eye contact to make displays
attention-aware [13, 12, 16], on head pose to approximate
gaze direction [7, 11], and software-only solutions requiring
a single camera [23]. Techniques have been developed that
leverage eye movement in novel ways for ad hoc interaction
with displays, easing and overcoming the need for calibration
to individual users [17, 22, 9]. In spite of these advances, de-
ployment of gaze tracking with public displays has remained
limited to passive observation of user attention [20].

A question that arises for the design of gaze interfaces for
public display is how passers-by can discover and use gaze
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Figure 1. GazeHorizon enables passers-by to interact with public dis-
plays by gaze. The system detects users walking up to a display (A), pro-
vides interactive guidance to bootstrap use of gaze (B) and lets users nav-
igate displayed information using horizontal eye movement (C). When a
user walks away, the system is immediately ready for the next user (D).

control “on the spot”. Gaze interface design conventionally
assumes that users know how the interface works and how to
position themselves to use it, as a result of prior training or
because they are guided by an expert (e.g., in a usability lab).
However, passers-by attend spontaneously to public displays
and usually without prior awareness of what interactions a
display supports. Gaze interfaces offer no physical affordance
and their availability is not directly visible to users. While we
can often quickly glean how an interface works by observing
the actions of others using it, this is not possible with gaze
interfaces that are controlled by subtle eye movements. The
challenge of making passers-by aware of the interactive affor-
dances of a display has been highlighted previously, in studies
of public multi-touch and gesture interfaces [3, 6, 19]. Other
related work considered social factors in enticing users and
groups to approach displays and begin interaction [1, 8, 4].
However, this work is first to focus on how gaze interaction
can be bootstrapped in a public display context.

We present GazeHorizon, a vision system designed to enable
passers-by to interact with a public display by gaze only. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the system supports multiple interac-
tion phases and adapts its behaviour when a user approaches
the display (leveraging the proxemic interaction concept [2,
18]). It detects when users walk up to a display and provides
interactive feedback to guide users into appropriate proxim-
ity for use of the gaze interface, and to provide cues to help
users operate the interface. The gaze interface itself is pur-
posely simple but robust, using horizontal eye movement of
the user as relative input and an intuitive mapping to navigate
display content (contrasting SideWays where eye movement
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Figure 2. GazeHorizon maps horizontal eye movements for rate-
controlled scrolling, with a self-centering effect.

to left or right was mapped to screen regions [22]). When a
user turns away from the display, it is immediately ready for
the next user. GazeHorizon has been developed through iter-
ative field studies, eliciting insight into the guidance needed
for users to be able to use the gaze interface and testing the
efficacy of visual cues and interactive feedback. The system
was then deployed in-the-wild for four days to evaluate how
passers-by would interact with it.

Our contribution from this work comprises insights from the
design and deployment of GazeHorizon. By providing appro-
priate interactive guidance, novice users can be made aware
of using only their gaze to control a public display without
any expert assistance, and are able to adjust themselves to
match GazeHorizon’s vision tracking requirements.

DESIGN OF GAZEHORIZON
GazeHorizon is a scrolling system that reacts to users’ eye
movements. We designed the interface as a browser applica-
tion with information (e.g., calendar events, latest movies) ar-
ranged horizontally. A passer-by first approaches and stands
in front a GazeHorizon display. As the user looks at the
screen, the item that the user focuses on will scroll towards
the center. Figure 2 illustrates the interaction concept.

We use a single web camera for detecting users’ eye input (at
a resolution of 1280×720px). The system scans for the pres-
ence of users looking towards the display, and tracks only the
person with a face positioned in the central region. When
the tracked face region is larger than 200×200px, the system
extracts eye image features using Zhang et al.’s image pro-
cessing technique [22], and then uses the features to compute
the Pupil-Canthi-Ratio (PCR) [23]. PCR represents the hor-
izontal gaze angle θ relative from “looking straight ahead”,
and we use PCR as a relative input for rate controlled nav-
igation. Looking at a displayed object on the right triggers
content to scroll towards the left. As the user’s gaze naturally
follows the object-of-interest, the scrolling speed decreases
and brings the object to a halt in the centre of the display.

Requirements for Interactive Guidance
We conducted a study to understand what information novice
users need to use GazeHorizon. Over a two-day period, we
invited passers-by in the reception area of a university build-
ing to use the system, introducing it as an interactive display
that showed local events. We predefined five stages of instruc-
tions (listed in Table 1). Participants first stood in front of the
display (hence, L1); we then prompted them for their per-
ceived interaction model. The researcher gradually revealed
the next level and the process continued iteratively until the

Instruction Levels and Hints Count

L1 Stand in front of the display. 10
L2 The system reacts to eyes. 11
L3 Keep head still, face towards the display, and move eyes only. 5
L4 Look specifically at each event object. 0
L5 Look at an object and follow it. The object stops in the center. 0
* Failed to use the system after all five levels were revealed 4

Table 1. The five levels of guidance and count of participants who needed
the respective level of instruction to use GazeHorizon.

participants perceived the interaction correctly. Afterwards,
we interviewed the participants for qualitative feedback.

We had 30 participants (8 female) and 26 were able to use
the system with L1 to L3 guidance (full results shown in Ta-
ble 1). The participants who only needed L1 explained that
they noticed content movements corresponded to their eye
movements. Those who needed L2 explained that eye-based
input was uncommon, and initially assumed the system was
“motion-based” (e.g. Kinect). After revealing L2 instruction,
the interaction became “obvious”. L2 instruction is crucial, as
it helps users to eliminate attempts of other modalities for in-
teractions. Those who needed up to L3 instruction occasion-
ally turned their head, but once told to keep facing forward,
they realized the system reacted to eye movements. Four peo-
ple failed because their eyes got distracted easily by moving
objects, or the system could not detect their eyes properly.

Testing Interactive Guidance
We embedded the three levels – Position (L1), Eye input (L2),
and Head orientation (L3) – as visual cues in the interface.
We used textual labels with pulsing effects, as previous re-
search shows they are effective for enticing interaction on
public displays [3, 5, 19]. The system presents the cues in
multiple stages for interactive assistance. First, it displays a
message to invite users. Once the system detects the presence
of a user’s eyes, it displays ‘look here’ labels on the sides,
which indicates where the user should look at. Corrective
guidance labels appear based on different conditions. If the
user is not facing forward, the system displays a “keep head
facing forward” message. If the system detects the user’s face
but not the eyes, it advises the user to ensure that their eyes
are not occluded, and if the detected face is too small it sug-
gests that the user step closer.

We conducted a second two-day field study to test the inter-
face. We invited 35 passers-by (5 female) to use the system
but provided no assistance. Six failed to use the system due
to: strabismus, myopia and eye occlusions. Interviews re-
vealed that most of the participants found the visual cues in-
formative – especially the ‘Look Here’ label, but suggested
that it was only needed for a short duration – and helped
them to realise the interaction very quickly. Initially, the inter-
face gave no precise information of how far the users should
stand, and the participants often stood too far (over two me-
ters) away from the screen. We placed a floor marker for
positioning users, but it was ineffective as the users often ig-
nored cues on the floor level. We later removed the marker
and added an explicit label with distance information on the
interface. This was more effective, but the users required time
to adjust themselves to the correct position.
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Figure 3. In-the-wild deployment. (A) GazeHorizon was placed in a
lobby. (B) Interface showing a mirrored video feed and a label informing
users that the system is eye-based and of the distance they should stand.

Reflection
Most people were unfamiliar with the idea of gaze for display
navigation, and required L2 and L3 instructions to become
aware of the gaze control. Another crucial aspect is to guide
users to position within a trackable region (L1). The guidance
should be intuitive and informative, so the positioning can be
done quickly. We added a mirrored video feed [6] overlaid
with a face outline for our in-the-wild deployment. The eye
scrolling interaction can be learned very quickly, thus we also
make the ‘Look Here’ label disappear after a period of time
when scrolling events are triggered.

GAZEHORIZON IN THE WILD
To understand how people unaidedly use GazeHorizon, we
deployed our system as a movie browser to determine its gen-
eral effects on passers-by in an ecologically valid setting. We
placed the system in the lobby of a university building (see
Figure 3(A)), where we neither invited, interfered nor advised
passers-by. The system logged usage data. Once interaction
finished, a researcher approached the users for feedback. We
adopted a two-phase deployment approach [10]. Optimisa-
tion: During day 1 and 2, we iteratively improved the inter-
face according to our observations and users’ feedback. After
optimisation, the mirrored video feed is placed in the cen-
ter of the interface (see Figure 3(B)). The video feed and the
user positioning label disappears when users stand in the cor-
rect position. We added a ‘Face position OK’ label on the top
to provide a constant feedback that the face is still correctly
aligned. Testing: during day 3 and 4, the prototype was not
modified, and we conducted detailed interviews with users.

Findings
Our log data revealed a total of 129 interaction instances,
where each instance contains a full episode of uninterrupted
use by one or more users [8]. Of the instances, 107 triggered
continuous scrolling, with a mean interaction time of 67.1s
(SD=54.2s). Figure 4 shows a histogram of the interaction
time. The users spent an average of 27.0% (SD=15.1%) of
the interaction time for scrolling. From the moment when
users’ presence is detected, on average, they required 4.8s
(SD=8.5s) to align their face correctly and 7.2s (SD=11.0s) to
perform a first scroll.

During the optimisation phase, we interviewed 46 users; 35
of them (76.0%) reported that they were able to use the sys-
tem for scrolling information. This rate increased after opti-
misation. We interviewed 41 users during the testing phase,
and 35 of them (85.4%) reported that they were able to scroll
the content. Over the four day period, we observed 20 users
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Figure 4. A histogram of overall users’ interaction time over four days
of deployment.

Figure 5. (A) & (B) Users adjust their height to align their face. (C) &
(D) Incorrect positions. (E) Turned head to look at the side. (F) & (G)
Users attempted to interact with the system by waving their hands. (H)
A user attempted to make a selection by touching the screen. (I) A user
attempted to scroll content by swiping.

who wore glasses, and 9 of them were able to use our system
without removing their glasses.

Interacting with GazeHorizon
When novice users approached our system, they estimated
their position by aligning their face, and used the video
feed for reference, as it provided realtime feedback. People
stepped back and forth to adjust their distance, and then fine-
tuned by leaning/tilting their body or adjusting their height
(see Figure 5(A) & 5(B)). Sometimes after users noticed the
display, they stepped away or stood on one side of the dis-
play to observe (see Figure 5(C) & 5(D)). We consider this
behaviour as mirror image avoidance: although users were
curious, they avoided being shown on the “mirror image”.

Our results show that people are able to grasp the interaction
of GazeHorizon from minimum interactive guidance. The
participants were often attracted by the pictures of movie
posters, and when they looked at the image the displayed con-
tent started to scroll. This made the users realised that the
system reacted to what they focused on. Some users com-
mented that the scrolling interaction was “logical” and “very
fast to get used to [the system]”. Seven users self-discovered
difference in speed “when [they] look more to the sides”.

Although our system was designed for scrolling content,
twelve interviewees said they expected the content to be se-
lectable. After scrolling, some users touched the screen in an
attempt to trigger a selection (see Figure 5(H)) or used swipe
gesture to control the content (see Figure 5(I)).
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Figure 6. Honeypot effect. (A) Two passers-by observed a user. (B) The
user explained the interaction. (C) The passers-by tried the system.

Some users approached our system without reading the dis-
played cues, so they did not realise that the system was eye-
based. In several instances people attempted to wave their
hands (see Figure 5(F) & 5(G)). After seeing no responses,
they would then read and follow the interactive guidance.
However, some impatient users abandoned further attempts.
We also analysed instances where users failed to scroll. Many
instances were caused by people standing at the wrong loca-
tion (e.g. Figure 5(C) & 5(D)). Seven interviewees criticised
that they had problems with moving only their eyes instead of
turning their head (see Figure 5(E)). Other common causes of
failure included: missed displayed labels, impatience due to
system delays, impaired vision without glasses, and system
failed to detect users’ face/eyes.

In general, a large number of users had a positive experience
with eye-based scrolling interaction and commented that it
was “interesting” and “fun” (14/41). The majority (34/41) re-
ported that they were comfortable with using GazeHorizon in
public area and did not perceive any privacy risks. Some users
commented that the technology is useful, e.g., “good for when
hands are dirty and busy” and “great for the disabled”. Eight
interviewees criticised on system delay, e.g., “a bit slow with
glasses”,“takes too much time to make [the content] move”.

Group behaviour and sharing experience
Passers-by sometimes approached in groups, but usually one
person interacted with GazeHorizon at a time. People in a
group helped others by pointing to or reading the displayed
guidance. We observed the honeypot effect [1]. Passers-by
became curious after noticing someone using GazeHorizon
(see Figure 6). Spectators first positioned themselves to ob-
serve from a distance. When the user noticed people were
observing, the user explained the interaction and invited the
spectators to try. We noticed instances where strangers en-
gaged in short conversations to discuss about the operation.

Lessons Learned From GazeHorizon Deployment
Our deployment confirmed that by providing intuitive guid-
ance novice users were able to control a GazeHorizon display
without prior training, and we learned that:

• Gaze is currently an uncommon modality. Letting users
know at first glance that the system reacts to eye movement
helps them to eliminate attempts of other modalities.

• Impatient users lose interest very quickly and would aban-
don further attempts if they see no immediate system re-
sponse from their first action. Similar findings were re-
ported by Marshall et al. [4].

• The mirror image is an effective method for positioning
users and it provides a real-time reference. Adding a face

outline helps users to figure out the system only support
single-user operation, and users in groups took turns to in-
teract with the display individually.

DISCUSSION
For users to learn the interaction of gaze-based system, they
require guidance. Guidance could be provided either by an
experience user or interface feedback. Requiring an experi-
enced users is impractical for public displays. We adopted the
interactive guidance approach, but avoided to add explicit in-
structions on the interface, and instead only provided guided
assistance when the system detects an anomaly. We believe
that this is more effective and potentially reduces the cogni-
tive load of users, as they discover the interaction by explor-
ing the interface at their own pace, and the guided assistance
helps to prevent misconceptions and to correct user errors.

We learned that the ‘look here’ label naturally captured users’
attention. Although the intention of the users was primar-
ily to look at the label, the action activates scrolling as a
after-effect with no extra cost. From a novice user’s perspec-
tive the scrolling can be seen as an effect of his eye move-
ment, which helps the user to conceptualise the activation
of scrolling. We believe that the initial user experience was
rather implicit; however, the interaction may become more
explicit once the user understands the interaction. A few in-
terviewees explained that once they learned the interaction,
they explicitly moved their eyes to the sides for scrolling.
Even though our interface did not provide any guidance for
stopping the scrolling, somehow all of our participants self-
discovered this operation.

Successful operations rely on users making their eyes avail-
able in the optimal eye tracking region by correctly position-
ing themselves and removing occlusion. From our field stud-
ies, we realised that there are many unpredictable factors that
could hinder the tracking of users’ eyes, such as unpredictable
user behaviours. They could be corrected by giving appropri-
ate interactive guidance based on specific aspects. If users
are aware of a particular reason that causes the system to stop
tracking their eyes, the users are generally cooperative and
willing to adjust themselves, like removing glasses, stepping
closer.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented GazeHorizon, a vision-based sys-
tem that enables passers-by to navigate information on public
displays using their eyes. We conducted a succession of field
studies and observed over 190 users (interviewed over 150
of them) to understand what guidance people require to dis-
cover the interaction of GazeHorizon. We evolved the system
to provide visual cues and interactive assistance to bootstrap
gaze interaction with unaware users. Finally, we deployed
GazeHorizon “in the wild”, where we neither invited nor as-
sisted passers-by. The results showed that a large number
of novice users successfully used GazeHorizon. Our work
shows that it is possible to integrate spontaneous gaze-based
interaction in public settings, and we believe that the work
provides a foundation for the investigation of eye-based tech-
nology for public displays.
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